Welcome!
To The

Catholic CHURCH
in the

THIRD MILLENNIUM
This web site was created for anyone who wants to learn more about church, spirituality,
community, ministry and several other related topics of universal interest. Our intent is
that this web site will be a valuable asset for everyone in their own very personal journey
of faith, worship and formation regardless of any religious affiliation.
The web site’s name is the same as the book The Catholic Church in the Third
Millennium which explores the Catholic Church, its history, traditions and the
transformational changes the Church has experienced over several centuries. However,
the emphasis and the focus of both the book and the web site are the changes the Catholic
Church inaugurated at the conclusion of the Second Vatican Council in 1965 and the
Church we are experiencing today.
I think you will find the web site’s Library a resource of special interest. Here, you will
find information on more than twenty topics containing hundreds of articles, essays,
poems and short stories. The Library offers two options. You may select at random any
document title of interest to you. On the other hand, you may use the Library as a
personal study guide. The library documents are numbered and follow a natural, logical
sequence of information - similar to chapters in a book. In this case, we suggest you
follow the numbered sequence of the documents.
Another unique feature in the Library tab is the Web Resource Links. This tab allows you
to connect to more than thirty web sites of related interest similar to the Library’s
documents
We invite you to visit this web site on a frequent basis as we continue to add new
information.
“Blessings to you in your own very personal journey of faith and formation”
Daniel Fusting

